
Goal 7: ______ will follow 2-step / 3-step directions

Method: 

1. Gain attention _________ "Come here", "Look at me" , etc.

2. Have reinforcer available "What do you want to work for?" (give/ show 2 choices)

3. Deliver instruction

4. Allow 3 seconds to respond

5. If he/she responds correctly provide praise/reinforcer

6. If he/she does not respond correctly prompt (physical/model)

7. Re-present the instruction

8. Once completed independently immediately deliver verbal praise and desired reinforcer

Date Number Yes /No Date Number Yes /No

4. "Get pencil, draw circle ,put pencil down"

5. "Get book, open it, read frist sentence"

6. "Stand up and give me high five"

7. "Get cup and put on table"

8. "Tap table  and clap hands"

9. "Touch nose and say "Hi""

10. "Take___ and put it in ___"

1. "Clap hand touch your head"

2. "Put the ___ into the cup"

3. "Get book and open it"



Goal 8: ______ will respond to a series of "Who" and "Why" questions.

Method: 

1. Gain attention _________ "Come here", "Look at me" , etc.

2. Have reinforcer available "What do you want to work for?" (give/ show 2 choices)

3. Deliver question.

4. Allow 3 seconds to respond

5. If he/she is correct immediately deliver verbal praise

6. If he/she is incorrect or does not respond prompt the correct response

7. Allow your child to echo your response

8. Immediately re-present the question

9. Repeat this until your child responds correctly and independently

10. Once your child answers correctly deliver immediate praise and deliver the reinforcer

Date Quest. # Yes /No Date Quest. # Yes /No Date Quest. # Yes /No

1. Why do you take a bath? ("To get clean")

2. Whay do you go to bed? ("To rest"/"sleep")

3. Who do we see when we're sick? ("The doctor")

4. Why does a bird have wings? ("To fly")

5. Who puts out fires? ("Fireman")


